
                            Further Ufologists Quotes

John Keel, an agnostic, says, �  Demonology is not just another crackpot-ology.  It is the ancient
and scholarly study of the monsters & demons who have seemingly coexisted with man
throughout history.  Thousands of books have been written on the subject, many of them
authored by educated clergymen, scientists & scholars, and uncounted numbers of well-
documented demonic events are readily available to any researcher.  The manifestations &
occurrences described in this imposing literature are similar, if not entirely identical, to the UFO
phenomena itself.  Victims of demonomania (possession) suffer the very same medical &
emotional symptoms as the UFO abductees....The Devil & his demons can, according to the
literature, manifest themselves in almost any form and can physically imitate anything from
angels to horrifying monsters with glowing eyes. (My note, see 2 Cor 11:14,15).  Strange objects
& entities materialize & dematerialize, just as UFO �s do... �
 � The UFO �s do not seem to exist as tangible, manufactured objects.  They do not conform to the
accepted natural laws of our environment.  They seem to be nothing more than
transmogrifications tailoring themselves to our abilities to understand.  The thousands of contacts
with these entities indicate that they are liars...The UFO manifestations seem to be, by & large,
merely minor variations of the age-old demonological phenomena....The Earth is not inhabited,
its infested. �

Captain Ivar MacKay, former Chairman of BUFORA (British UFO Research Assoc.) Takes this
view also. He claims the following similarities:
1) Extremely foul odors are associated with both seance rooms, haunted locations & UFO
landing sites.  Abductees report this ad smell .
2) The aversion to strong light.
3) A sudden decrease in temperature in associated with both UFO �s & occult occurrences like
seances & ghostly encounters.
4) The entities seen are both shadowy, transparent or semi-solid figures.  They are more like
apparitions than real creatures.
5) Mentally detected voices are heard in both UFO �s & occult contexts, the contactees claiming
they represent communication with extra-terrestials & the occultists with various spirits.
6) See the list of comparisons.

John Mack says that:
1) Something definitely happened to these abductees.
2) He believes these are interdimensional beings
3) He believes the primary agenda of these beings is to warn us of some impending doom
4) Abductees often take tremendous religious & prophetic significance from these experiences.

                   Abductions halted in Jesus � Name

Joe Jordan (MUFON) has about 400 verifiable cases of abductions of abductions being halted in
Jesus �  name.  Joe says that 3 other UFO researchers have told him that they have come across
similar experiences but were afraid to publicize them for fear of ridicule.  Almost all of these
halted abductions were people who called on Jesus to help them but were not  �mature �
Christians.  Many of them said they had  �back-slidden � or had just been to church a few times.


